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Reference No: IMPACT/NOTICE/604

 

Dear 1
st

 Semester Students, 

This is to inform you that College has decided to give one more opportunity to 

to take their Class Test under Internal Assessment Marks for valid reason. The opportunity is given to other 

students as well if they want to make better their marks. In this regard, College has announced to conduct re

examination of Class Test, bearin

informed that marks as scored in Class Test will have impact on University result. 

Below are the following guidelines, you are instructed to follow

1. Select 10 different questions

2. Answers must be handwritten on A

3. Answer must be in your own words with suitable examples.

4. Ensure your answers are not copied fro

5. Disciplinary action will be taken if candidates are found using unfair means.

6. It is mandatory to mention 

top of first page of your answer sheet of each paper so that it cou

7. Scan your answer sheet

For theory: 19316316001_301 and for practical: 19316316001_301P

8. May 24, 2021 is the last date of submission of answer sheets

9. As you will write answers of given questions at home, therefore, you are expected to have well prepared 

answers and consolidate them with suitable examples. Do not cut corners on your answers.

10. To upload scanned pdf answer sheets

Stream 

BBA 

BCA 

B.COM(P) 

BMC 

 

Take a serious note of it. No further opportunity will be given to students in case they miss the deadline. 

Stay home, stay safe, study well and ensure adherence to Corona
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Notice 

This is to inform you that College has decided to give one more opportunity to those students who have missed out 

to take their Class Test under Internal Assessment Marks for valid reason. The opportunity is given to other 

students as well if they want to make better their marks. In this regard, College has announced to conduct re

amination of Class Test, bearing 10 marks, for BBA, BCA, B.Com (P) and BMC students

informed that marks as scored in Class Test will have impact on University result. 

Below are the following guidelines, you are instructed to follow strictly:  

different questions on your own from each part of syllabus and answer them. 

Answers must be handwritten on A-4 size paper (Ruling/Blank)  

Answer must be in your own words with suitable examples. 

Ensure your answers are not copied from others. 

Disciplinary action will be taken if candidates are found using unfair means.

It is mandatory to mention Student’s name, Roll Number, Registration number, Paper name with code 

top of first page of your answer sheet of each paper so that it could be identified easily. 

answer sheet paper wise into pdf and name the file with registration no_ paper code (Example: 

For theory: 19316316001_301 and for practical: 19316316001_301P)  

is the last date of submission of answer sheets.  

As you will write answers of given questions at home, therefore, you are expected to have well prepared 

answers and consolidate them with suitable examples. Do not cut corners on your answers.

answer sheets, use related link given under table below: 

Click here to upload answer sheets 

https://ibit.ly/m0ZF 

https://ibit.ly/YiDC 

https://ibit.ly/9Iot 

https://ibit.ly/F7X1 

No further opportunity will be given to students in case they miss the deadline. 

Stay home, stay safe, study well and ensure adherence to Corona norms, issued by government. 
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          Date: May 20, 2021  

those students who have missed out 

to take their Class Test under Internal Assessment Marks for valid reason. The opportunity is given to other 

students as well if they want to make better their marks. In this regard, College has announced to conduct re-

(P) and BMC students for session 2020-21. Be 

informed that marks as scored in Class Test will have impact on University result.  

on your own from each part of syllabus and answer them.  

Disciplinary action will be taken if candidates are found using unfair means. 

Registration number, Paper name with code at 

ld be identified easily.  

and name the file with registration no_ paper code (Example: 

As you will write answers of given questions at home, therefore, you are expected to have well prepared 

answers and consolidate them with suitable examples. Do not cut corners on your answers. 

, use related link given under table below:  

No further opportunity will be given to students in case they miss the deadline.  

norms, issued by government.  


